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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "SOME N E W SEQUENCE SPACES 
DEFINED B Y A SEQUENCE OF ORLICZ FUNCTIONS" has been writ-
ten for the submission to Ahgarh MusUm University in partial fulfillment of the 
requirement of the degree of Master of Philosophy in Mathematics. 
The Orlicz function has been named after its founder Prof.Wladyslaw Roman 
Orlicz from Poland. In his educational life he was a student of Stefan Banach, 
Hugo Steinhaus and few others. Altogether, Orlicz published 171 mathematical 
papers and was the supervisor of around 39 doctoral theses and over 500 master's 
dissertations. Orlicz collaborated with several mathematicians. Collaboration with 
Mazur was especially fruitful. They wrote a dozen joint papers and their results 
are now considered classical theorems. When in 1960 Steinhaus was writing about 
Banach he emphasised this fact that : 
Mazur and Orlicz are direct pupils of Banach; they represent the theory of 
operations today in Poland and their names on the cover of " Studia Mathematical 
indicate direct continuation of Banach's scientific program" 
His contribution to Functional Analysis cannot be listed in few pages as Kura-
towski has written that: 
...functional analysis owes its magnificient development to Banach and his 
students, especially to Mazur, Orlicz and Schauderf 
The present dissertation consists of five chapters, the first chapter is an intro-
ductory one which runs through the background literature on the development of 
the subject. It also contains the notations, conventions and some basic definitions 
which are needed throughout the work." 
In chapter II we have discussed some new difference sequence spaces defined by 
a sequence of Orlicz functions and examined some inclusion relations between them. 
We have also studied some new paranormed sequence spaces defined by sequence of 
Orlicz functions. These sequence spaces are a generalisation of previously studied 
sequence spaces defined by one Orlicz function. 
In chapter III, we have presented a brief account of some difference sequence 
spaces defined using de la Vallee — Poussin mean and a sequence of Orlicz functions 
and we also deal with some inclusion relations among them. 
Chapters IV and V are concerned primarily with generalisation of sequence 
spaces that are defined using Lacunary Sequence and a — mean. We have also 
discussed connections between lacunary cr-statistical convergence and the resulting 
sequence spaces. 
The dissertation ends with a fairly exhaustive bibliography of books and re-
search articles consulted for the work. 
CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES 
The primary aim of this section is to recall some basic notations and definitions 
which shall be used throughout the dissertation. 
1.1. NOTATIONS 
N := The set of all natural numbers. 
R := The set of all real niunbers. 
C := The set of all complex numbers, 
l im: means lim 
k k-yoo 
sup : means lim. 
k fc>i 
inf : means inf. unless otherwise stated 
fc fc>i 
2 : means sununation over A; = 1 to A; = oo, unless otherwise stated, 
fc 
X := (xk), the sequence whose fc"' term is Xk 
0 := (0,0.0, ), the zero sequence. 
ek := (0,0,.., 1,0,0,..), the sequence whose k*'^ component is 1 and others are 
zeroes, for all A; e N 
e : = ( l , l , l , l , ) 
P '•= (Pk), the sequence of strictly positive reals. 
w := {x = {xk) : Xfc € M (or C)}, the space of all sequences, real or complex. 
1 := {x €. w : Y!, I^ fel < °°} 
fc 
loo '•= {x G w : sup \xk\ < oo}, the space of bounded sequences. 
k 
Co := {x ew : lim \xk\ = 0}, the space of null sequences. 
k 
c:= {x Ew : IhnXk = I, for some / G C}, the space of convergent sequences. 
k 
Remark 1.1.1. loo, CQ, and c are Banach spaces with the usual norm 
||a;|| =sup|xfc| 
k 
h := {a = (flfc) : ^ |a;fc| < oo}, the space of absolutely convergent series. 
k 
Ip := {x e w : Y!, \^k\^ < oo}, where 0 < p < oo 
k 
Wp:= {x ew: lim ^J2\^k- l\^ = 0; for some I G C} 
" k 
Case-I If 1 < p < oo, the spaces Ip and Wp are Banach spaces normed by 
and 
||a;|| = sup 
\ 71. 
fc=l 
respectively. 
1 " \ -
Case-II If 0 < p < 1, then Ip and Wp are complete p-normed spaces, p-normed by 
NI = E Xkl" 
and 
respectively. 
" ^ 
\xkr, 
The following subspaces of w were first introduced and discussed by Simons [51], 
and Maddox [36]. 
i{p) •.= {xew:Y:[xk]"" <00} 
k 
locip) :^{xew: sup {xkl^" < 00} 
k 
c(p) :— {x €w : lim \xk - l\^'' = 0, for some I G C} 
Cob) := {a; G w : lim |xfcp'= = 0} 
n 
Woo{p) :^{x€w: sup(i E la^ Ap*) < cx)} 
fc fc=i 
w{p) -.^{xew: lim(^ f^  ]xk - l\'"') = 0, for some I G C} 
" fc=i 
Wo(p) := {a; G u;: Um(i £ |a^ fcl^ '=) = 0} . 
" fc=i 
Let p = ipk) be bounded. Then Co(p) is a linear metric space paranormed by: 
^i(x)=sup|a;fc|M, 
k 
where M = max(l, supp^). Zoo(p) and C{p) are paranormed by gi{x), defined above 
k 
if and only if inf Pfc > 0. l{p) and w(p) are paranormed by: 
52(^ ) = ( E H ' ' ) 
respectively. 
Remark 1.1.2. If Pk = p, for all A;, then loo{p) — loo, CQ[P) = Co, C(p) = C, 
Z(p) = Z and w{p) = Wp. 
1.2. DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACES 
The idea of difference sequence spaces was first introduced by Kizmaz [27] in 
the year 1981 and was generahsed by Et. and Colak [10] in the year 1995. Kizmaz 
[27] defined the sequence spaces : 
Zoo(A) = {X= {Xk) G W : (AXk) G Zoo}, 
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c(A) = {x^ (xk) e w : (Axk) G c}, 
and 
co(A) = {s = (xk) e w : (Axk) e Co}, . 
where Ax = {xk — Xk+i)- These are Banach spaces with the norm 
||a;||A = |a;i| + ||Aa;||oo. 
After then Colak and Et [8] defined the sequence spaces : 
Z«>(A™) = {x = {xk) € w : (A™a;fc) G Zoo}, 
c(A"^) = {x^ (xk) G w : (A'^ Xfc) G c}, 
and 
where m EN and 
co(A"^) = { s = (a;fc) G ^ i ; : (A'"a;fc) G CQ}, 
A °x = (xfc), A '^x - (A^-^rcfc - A^-^XfcH-i), 
Ax = (xfc - Xk+i), A'^ xjfc = J2^-l) 
i=0 
and showed that these spaces are Banach spaces with the norm 
m. 
IW|A = X ; N + ||A-X||OO. 
Xk+i 
1=1 
These spaces were generahsed by Et. and Basarir [15]. 
Esi and Isik [13] defined the sequence spaces : 
loo{A^,s,p) = {x = (xfc) G w : supfc-^ IA T^a^ fcl^ * < oo, s > 0}, 
A; 
c(A^, s,p) = {x = (xk) G w : ^ ^-^|A>fc-L|P* -4 0, (& ^ oo), s > 0, for some L}, 
Co{A'^,s,p) = {x = {xk)ew:k-'\A:^Xk\'"'-^0, (k-^oo), s > 0}, 
where v = (vk) is any fixed sequence of non zero complex numbers and m G ^ is 
fixed and 
AyXk = {vkXk - Vk+iXk+i), A^Sfc = ^ ( - 1 ) * 
i=0 
Vk+iXk+ f 
Remark 1.2.1. If s = 0, m = 1, ?; = (1,1,1, • • •) and Pk = I for all k eN, we 
have Zoo (A), c(A) and co(A) , which were defined by Kizmaz [27]. 
If s = 0 and Pk — I for all k E N, we have the following sequence spaces which 
were defined by Et and Esi [12]. 
looiK) = {x = {Xk) e w : (A>fc) e l^}, 
c(A:r) = {x = {xk) e w : (A;r^fc) e c}, 
and 
Co(A:r) = {a; = {xk) e ^  : (A^^a f^c) e Co}-
Difference sequence spaces have also been studied by Bektas and Qolak [2], Et. [11], 
Khan [22, 23, 24, 25, 26], Ahmad H.A.Batameh [1], Bilgin [4],.Malkowsky [37] and 
many others. 
1.3. DEFINITIONS 
Definition 1.3.1. A paranorm is a function p : X —>• R which satisfies the following 
axioms: for any x, y, XQ G X, and A, XQ G C , 
(i) 9(0) = 0; 
(ii) g{x) = g{-x); 
(iii) g{x + y)< g{x) + g{y) 
(iv) the scalar multipUcation is continuous, that is A —>• AQ, a; —>• XQ imply Aa; -> 
AOSQ. 
10 
In other words, 
|A - Ao| -> 0, gix - xo) -^ 0 imply g{Xx - AQXO) -^ 0. 
A paranormed space is a linear space X with a paranorm g and it is written as 
{X,g). Any function g which satisfies all the condition (i)-(iv) together with the 
condition 
(v) g{x) = 0 if and only i£x — 9, 
is called a total paranorm on X and the pair (X, g) is called total paranormed 
space, (see Maddox [35]). 
Example 1.3.1. Ip is totally paranormed for any p = (pk) € Zoo-
Definition 1.3.2. A seminorm is a function u : X —^R, defined on linear space X 
such that for all re, y G X. 
(i) u{x) =Oiix = e; 
(ii) u{ax) — \a\i>{x), for all scalars a; 
(iii) u{x + y) < u{x) + v{y) 
The property expressed by (ii) is called absolute homogeneity of v and that 
expressed by (iii) is called subadditivity of u. Thus, a seminorm is a real subadditive 
and absolutely homogeneous function on X. 
Moreover, it follows from (ii) and (iii) that 
0 = u{9) = u^x + {-x)) < v{x) + i/(-a;) = 2u{x). 
Whence a seminorm is necessarily non-negative. Also, a seminorm u is convex 
on X, since ifA + / ^ = l , A > 0 , / x > 0 and x + y €. X,then 
zv(Ax + fiy) < {Xl^ix) + |/x|i/(2/) = Az/(a;) + //i/(?/) 
Example 1.3.2. For each x e C, i/(x) = |a;| defines a seminorm on C. 
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Example 1.3.3. -^1(2;) = sup \xn\ and 1/2(0;) — | lima;„| defines seminorms ui and 1/2 
on the linear space c of all convergent subsequences x = (x„). 
Remark 1.3.1. Every seminormed space is a paranormed space but not conversely. 
Example 1.3.4. Consider the paranorm g on Ip, where g{x) — ^  \xk\^'' and pk = ^, 
for all fc G N. Let x=(0,l,0,0 ), then g{2x) < 2g{x). Thus g is not a seminorm. 
If X is a space of complex sequences x = (xk), we denote the continuous dual 
of X by X', that is the set of all continuous linear functionals on X. 
For a Banach space X, X' is the dual Banach space of continuous linear func-
tionals on X with 
11/11 =sup{|/(x)|: INI <1}; 
/ G X ' i f and only if 11/11 < 00; 
l/WI < M 
Definition 1.3.3. A continuous function M : M —>• M is called convex if 
, , / ' w + w\ M(u) + M(v) , „ ^ 
M I — — J < — ^ - ^ ^ , for aU u,v e R. 
If in addition, the two sides of above are not equal for .u ^ v, then we call M 
to be strictly convex. Also see [28]. 
Definition 1.3.4. A continuous function M : R —>^  R is said to be uniformly convex 
if for any e > 0 and any tto > 0 there exists S > 0 such that 
M ( — — j < (1 - (5) ^ ' i-^, forall WjVeR 
satisfying |u — •y| > emax{|u|, 1^ 1} > euQ. 
Remark 1.3.2. If M is convex function and M(0) = 0, then M{\x) < XM{x) for 
all A with 0 < A < 1. 
1.4. SOME INEQUALITIES. 
The following inequalities will be used throughout this dissertation. 
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(1.4.1.) For any a,beC, 
\a + b\ < \a\ + \b\,is called as the Triangle inequality. 
(1.4.2.) For all u, i; € C 
u.v < M{u) + N{v), is called as the Young's inequality. 
(1.4.3.) If PM{U) < oo then 
G G 
is called as the Jensen's inequality 
(1.4.4.) Let p = (pk) be a sequence of positive real numbers with 
0 < Pfc < suppfc = G and let D = max(l, 2^ "^-^ ). For a^, 6^  G C, the set of complex 
numbers, for all k e.N, we have (from Maddox [32]), 
1.5. SEQUENCE OF ORLICZ FUNCTIONS. 
Definition 1.5.1. An Orlicz function is a function M : [0, oo) —>• [0, oo) which 
satisfies the following properties: 
(i) M is continuous, non-decreasing and convex 
(ii) M(0) = 0, M{x) > 0 for a; > 0 and 
(iii) M{x) —>• oo, as a; -> oo. 
If convexity of M is replaced by M{x + y) < M{x) + M{y), then it is called 
a Modulus function, defined and discussed by Ruckle [46], Maddox [36] and many 
others. 
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Definition 1.5.2. The integral forvn of an Orlicz function is given as 
lx| 
M{x) = I p{t)dt. 
0 
where p is the right derivative of M and satisfies 
(i) p is right continuous and non decreasing, 
(ii) p{t) > 0 whenever t > 0 and p{0) = 0 
(iii) hm p(t) = oo. 
t->oo 
Definition 1.5.3. Let p be the right derivative of M, then 
q{s) — sup{i : p{t) < s) 
is called as the right inverse function of p. Let M be an Orhcz function and p be the 
right derivative of M and q be the right inverse function of p. Then 
m 
N{v)^ fq{s)ds 
is called as the complementary function of M. 
Definition 1.5.4. If to every positive integer n, there is assigned a number a„, then 
the collection (ai, 02, ....On, On+i, —) is said to be a sequence, denoted as (a„). A 
Sequence of Orlicz functions is a similar collection of Orlicz functions Mk where 
A; = 1,2,3,.... and is denoted by (Mk). 
1.6. MODULAR SPACES A N D ORLICZ SPACES. 
Let X be a real vector space . A functional p : X -» [0,00] is called a modular if 
(i) p{x) = 0 if and only if x — 9; 
(ii) p{ax) = p(x) for all scalar a with \a\ = 1; 
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(iii) p{ax + /3y) < p{x) + p{y), for all x, y G X and a, /3 > 0 with a + /3 = 1. 
We always denote by (G, S, ^ ) , the lebesgue measure space in a Euchdean space 
with 0 < p,G < cx) and by M and N a pair of Orlicz functions complementary to 
each other. Moreover, for a measurable function u on G, we introduce its modular 
by 
PM{U) = / M{u{t))dt. 
G 
Then the Orlicz space LM and its subspace EM are defined as follows: 
LM = {u '• PM{^U) < CO for some A > 0}, 
EM = {u : PM{^U) < OO for all A > 0}. 
If p is a modular in X , we define 
Xp = {xeX : lira p(Xx) = 0} 
and 
X* = {xeX: p{Xx) < CO for some A > 0}. 
It is clear that Xp C X*. If p is a convex modular, for x E Xpwe define 
||a;|| = i n f { A > 0 : p ( ^ ) < l } . (1.6.1) 
It is known that if p is a convex modular on X , then Xp — X* and ||.|| is a norm on 
Xp for which it is a Banach space. The norm ||.|| defined as in equation (1.6.1) is 
called as the Luxemburg norm. The following known results give some relationships 
between the modular p and the Luxemburg norm ||.|| on X^. 
Theorem 1.6.1. (see [34], theorem 1.4) Let p be a convex modular on X and let 
X e Xp and (xn) be a sequence in Xp. Then ||a;„ — x|| -> 0 as n —>• oo if and only if 
p{\{xn — a;)) -^ 0 as n ^ GO, for every A > 0 . 
Theorem 1.6.2. (see [34], theorem 1.4) Let p be a continuous convex modular on 
X . Then 
(i) llslj < 1 if and only if p{x) < 1, 
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{ii) ||xl| < 1 if and only if p{x) < 1, 
(m) ||a;|| = 1 if and only if p{x) = l. 
Note that an Orlicz function satisfies the inequality 
M{Xx) < XM{x) for all A with 0 < A < 1. 
Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [30] used the idea of Orlicz sequence space; 
/• 0 0 I I -V 
IM '•= \x £w: y ^ M{-—'•) < oo, for some p > 0 > 
^ k=i ^ -' 
which is Banach space with the norm the norm 
||x||M = i n f | p > 0 : f ; M ( i ^ ) < l | . 
I. fc=i ' ' J 
For more details on Orlicz sequence spaces we refer to [3], [30], [33], [42] and [43]. 
Remark 1.6.1. If M is convex function and M(0) = 0, then M{Xx) < XM{x) for 
all A with 0 < A < 1. 
We say that an Orhcz function M satisfies the Az — condition (see Krasnoselskii 
et al. [28]) or {M € A2 for short) if there exist constant A; > 2 and uo> 0 such that 
M{2u) < KM{u) whenever \u\ <UQ. 
Proposition 1.6.1. Let M be an Orhcz function and x G IM-
(i) If ||a;|| < 1 , t hen^< | | a ; | | . 
(ii) If | | x | | > l , t hene> | | a ; | | . 
(iii) If M G 62, then ||x|| = 1 = ^ guix) -= 1 • 
Proof. The proof is trivial. 
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CHAPTER II 
Some Generalised Difference Sequence Spaces 
Defined by a Sequence of Orlicz Functions 
2.1. P R E L I M I N A R I E S A N D D E F I N I T I O N S 
Definition 2.1.1. Let U be the set of all sequences u = (Uk) such that Uk y^ 0 for 
k=l,2,3.... then Malkowsky [38], defined the sequence spaces 
loo{u, A) := {x € w : Ax € Zoo} 
c{u, A) := {x ew : Ax G c} 
Co{u, A) := {x Gw: Ax £ CQ} . 
Definition 2.1.2. Mursaleen, et al [41], defined the sequence spaces 
Zoo(A, M) := Ixew: supM[ ^ ^ j < oo for some p > 0 I 
c(A,M) -.^Ixew: lim M ( i ^ ^ J = 0, for some p > 0,Z € c | 
Co(A,M) := Ixew: lim MO-^\ = 0 for some p > 0 j . 
where M is an Orlicz funtion, and then he showed that these spaces are Banach 
spaces with the norm 
|a;|| A = inf <^  p > 0 supM 
k m]<-^} 
Definition 2.1.3. Asma [5], defined and studied the sequence spaces 
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la^{u, A, M):= <x 
c{u, A, M) := <x 
€ w : sup 
k 
G ly : lim 
fc—>oo 
M 
Y JufcAac < cxD for some p > 0 > 
= 0, for some p>0,l €C> 
-{= CQ{U, A , M ) := <X GW: lim fc—>oo Ml Jt^fcAatl = 0 for some p > 0 }• 
Definition 2.1.4. Further considering a sequence of Orlicz fimctions, Ramzi S. 
Alsaedi and Ahmad H. A. Bataineh [45], in the year 2007 generalised these sequence 
spaces as, 
Let M — (Mfc) be a sequence of Orlicz functions, n be a positive integer and 
using the notations A"a;fe for UfcA^ Xfc 
looiA^,Mk,s) <x E.W : sup A; 
I k 
Ml 
c{AZ,Mk,s) { X Ew : lim k~ k-i-oo Ml 
< ^ ) 
fV^l^k-i\\ 
, s > o | < oo for some p > 0 
= 0 for some p > 0, Z 6 C, s 
- } 
- { co(A",Mk,s):= Ixew: lim k k-¥oo Mk IK^kl = 0 for some p> 0,s - } 
where A^Xk = (A^-^Xk - Ar^Sfc+i) such that A^Xk = E(-l)''(?)«fc+ra:fc+r 
and Alxk = (ukXk), A^Xk = {ukXk - Ufc+i^ fc+i)-
r = 0 
Remark 2.1.1. If (Mfc) = M for all k,s = 0,n = 1, then these spaces reduce to 
that of Asma [5]. 
2.2. M A I N RESULTS 
Theorem 2.2.1. loo{A^, Mk, s) is a Banach space with the norm 
m A; n = inf | p > 0 : sup k-'Mk (\^^\ < A 
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Proof: Let (a:^ ) be any Cauchy sequence in Zoo (A", Mfc, s), where 
x' = (4) = {x\,xi,xi...) e l^{Al,Mk,s), 
for each z € N. Let r, SQ > 0 be fixed.. Then for each :^ > 0 there exists a 
positive integer L such that 
rxQ 
{xi - Xj)^ < ±- for all «, j > L 
Using the definition of norm, we have 
sup/c' 
k 
Mu |A: < 1, for all i,j>L. 
Thus 
• / |AX-A»4IY 
< 1, f o r a l H , j > L , Jfc > 0 . 
Therefore one can find that there exists r > 0 with k *[Mfc(^)] > 1 such that 
'|A»xl-AXr fc-Mfc (x' - xi)As <r Mx (?) 
This implies that 
|AX-A:4|.(f).(;^)=|. 
Since Ufc 7^  0 for all A;, we get that 
|A"4 - A"4l ^ o °^^  *^^ *'•'' - ^-
Hence (A"a;^) is a Cauchy sequence in M. Therefore for each e, (0 < e < 1), 
there exists a positive integer L, such that, 
| A X - A " a ; J < e for all i > L. 
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Now, using the continuity of Mk for each k we get that 
supfc" 
,|AX-limAXI 
< 1 for alH > L 
Thus, 
sup fc~* I Mk 
k>L 
\AZxi-A-Xk\ 
< 1 
Taking infimum of such p's we have 
i inf < /9 > 0 : sup k~ 
I k>L 
\^^\K4-Kxk\ 
< i ]<-
for alH > L and j —>• oo 
Since sequence (x*) G Zoo(A", Mfc,s) and Mk is an OrUcz function for each k, 
and therefore by the continuity of each Mk we get that x G Zoo(A", Mk, s). 
Hence /oo(A", Mk, s) is a Banach space. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let (M^) be a sequence of Orlicz functions such that (Mk) satisfies 
the A2 condition for each k. Then 
{i)loo{K,s)cloo{K,Mk,s) 
( i i)c(A:j ,s)C c(A;j,Mfc,s) 
(i i i)co(A:j,s)c co{K,Mk,s). 
Proof: (i) Let x G looi^Z, s), then |A^a;fc| < L for all k. Therefore, 
Mk 
lA^Xfcl 
Mk -< k-
< k~'K.h. Mk{L) 
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for each k ( by the A2 - condition), which impUes that 
Hence 
That is 
Similarly we can prove 
supfc * 
k HT)] 
xeloc{K,Mk,s). 
lociK,s)Cl^{AZ,Mk,s). 
the remaining parts. 
< 0 0 . 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let (M^) be a sequence of Orlicz functions. Then 
( i ) U A ° , M f c , s ) c U A 2 , M f c , s ) 
{n)c{AlMk,s)c c{AZ,Mk,s) 
(iii)co(A«,Mfc,s)c coiAl,Mk,s). 
Proof: The proof is trivial. 
2.3. PARANORMED SEQUENCE SPACES 
Definition 2.3.1. Let p = (pk) be a sequence of positive real numbers. Then 
Mursaleen, et al [41], defined the following sequence spaces 
/oo(A , M , p ) : = | X Ew: sup 
k 
M {¥) Pk < 00,for some p> 0 } 
c(A,M,p) := <x Ew: lim 
k^oo 
CQ(A, A4^P) := <X EW: lim 
fe^oo 
^ f JAxfc-£ Pk 0, for some p > 0, Z 6 C } 
M ( i ^ 
Pk 
= 0, for some p > 0 
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where M is an Orlicz function, and then he showed that these spaces are Banach 
spaces with the norm 
G{x) := inf Iff'"/" > 0 
where H = max{l,suppk) • 
sup 
k 
M(^^)Y\"'<I] 
Definition 2.3.2. Let U be the set of all sequences u = (ufc) such that 
Uk^O for (A; = 1,2,3..) 
Then Asma and Colak [6], defined the sequence spaces 
loo{u, A,p) •.= {xew: (ukAxk) e /oo(p)} 
c(tt, A,p) •.= {xew: (itfcAxjt) e c{p)} 
Co{u, A,p) •.= {x ew: (wfcAxfc) G Co(p)} 
where Axk = Xk — Xk+i , for k = 1,2,3... • 
Definition 2.3.3. Further Asma [5], defined and studied the sequence spaces 
X Gw : sup 
k 
l^{u,A,M,p) := I 
c{u, A, M,p) := < X E w : lim 
Co(u,A,M,p) {^  
fe->oo 
6 w : lim 
k->oo 
j^f\uk^Ehl\ 
^ / Ju fcAxfc . 
Pk 
< oo for some p> 0 } 
M ( l"fcAgfc| \ 
' J 
Pk 
0, for some p>0,leC } 
Pk 
= 0 for some p> 0 } 
where M is an Orlicz function, and u GU. 
Definition 2.3.4. Further considering a sequence of Orlicz functions M = (Mi), 
Ramzi S. Alsaedi and Ahmad H. A. Bataineh [45], in the year 2007 generalised these 
sequence spaces as. 
Let n be a positive integer and using the notations A^Xk for UkA'^Xk 
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Zoo(A^,Mfc,p,s) •.= lxew:supk- Mk \K^k\ 
Pk 
< oo for some p > 0, s > 0 } 
c{AZ,Mk,P,s) 
-f G w : lim A; fc—»oo Mi nK^k-i\\ Pk = 0, for some p>0,leC,s>Q 
coiAl,Mk,p,s) . { . 6 w : lim k * Mfc lA^Xfcl Pfc 0 for some p > 0 , s > o | 
where A^Xk = {K'^Xk - Al-^Xk+i) such that Ajjsfc = X:(-l)'"(?)«fc+rXfe+r 
r = 0 
and A°a;fe = (•Ufea;fc), A^Xk - {ukXk - Uk+iXk+i) . 
Remark 2.3.1 If (Mfc) = M for all fe, s = 0 and n = 1, then these spaces reduce 
to those of Asma [5] . 
It is easy to see that these spaces are paranormed spaces with the norm, 
G , , „ ( a ; ) : = i n f | / ' " / ' ^ > 0 : sup A;" 
k 
Mu /]A2x^\l^Y^''<l) 
where H = max{l, suppfc) • 
2.4 MAIN RESULTS 
Theorem 2.4,1. looiA!^, Mk,p,s) is a complete paranormed sequence space with 
paranorm 
G„,„(a;) := inf jp^- /^ > 0 sup A; * 
k 
Mk \Kxk\ 
Pk l/H 
<A 
Proof: Let {xi) be any Cauchy sequence in Zoo (A", Mk,p, s). Let r,Xo> Q be fixed 
. Then for each -^^ > 0 there exists a positive integer L such that 
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Gunix" -x^) < for all i.j > L. 
' rxo 
Uisng the definition of paranorm , we have, 
sup A;' 
k 
Mk |A::4-AXI Gu,n{x^ - xi) 
Vk 1/H 
< 1 for all i, j > L. 
Thus, 
supfc" 
k 
Mk )Ag4-AX) Gu,n{x^ - XJ) 
Pk 
< 1 for all i,j > L. 
Therefore, 
Ml 
For r > 0 with k~^ 
/ 1 A X - A » x 
V G^,„{x^-x{ 
Mk(^^^ 
< 1 for all i,j>L,k>0. 
> 1 we have. 
Mk I A X - AXl < k-'Mk (?) 
This implies that 
| A X - A X I < ^ - — = J-
Since Uk=^0 for all k. We get that 
1A"4-A"4 | < I foraU i,j>L. 
Hence (A^a^i.) is a Cauchy sequence in M. Therefore for each e (0 < e < 1), there 
exists a positive integer L such that |A" a;^ . — A " a;fc| < e for all i > L. Now, 
using the continuity of Mk for each k we get that 
sup k~ 
k>L 
Mu 
\Kxi - lim A X I 
J-+0O Pk 
1/H 
< 1 
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Thus 
sup A;' 
k>L 
Mfc 
|A»xi - A ^ Pk 1/H 
< 1 
Taking infimum of such f/s we have 
pPm/if > 0 : sup k-'[Mk{^^^\^^'"'^)Y'' <l\< 
lk>L J J 
Tl/H 
for alH > L and j —)• oo • 
Since (x') G Zoo(Au, Mfc,p,s) and M ,^ is an Orlicz function for each fc, and 
therefore its continuity implies x € Zoo(A5^ , Mfc,p, s). This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.4.2. Let 0 < Pfc < gt < cx), for each A;. Then 
coi^l, Mk,p, s) C Co{Al, Mk, q, s). 
Proof: Let x G co(A2, Mk,p,s). Then there exists some p > 0 such that 
lim A;" MA 
/lAgXfeh p* 
= 0. 
This implies that 
A;- M. |A >fclY < 1 
for suflBiciently large A; and (Mk) being non-decreasing for each A;. 
Hence, 
lim k-'lMki^^^)]"" < lim A ; - n j l 4 ( i ^ ^ ) f *. 
= 0 . 
which implies that x G co(AJJ, M;t, g, s). Therefore we have, 
co(A;:,Mfc,p,s)Cco(A:,M;fc,g,s). 
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Theorem 2.4.3. 
(i) Let 0 < inf pfc < Pfe < 1. Then Co(A;j, M^.p, s) C co(A;j, Mk, s). 
(ii) Let l<pk< sup Pfe < oo. Then co(AjJ, Mfe, s) C co(A2, Mfc,p, s). 
Proof: (i) Let x G Co(A5J,Mfc,p,s) . 
Then 
lim A; 
k—¥oo 
Mr / ] A ^ Pib 
Since 0 < inf p^ < pfc < 1, so, we have 
Una k~ 
fc—>oo 
Mfcf J^S^ < lim k' 
k-*oo 
M, ( ^ ) 
Pfc 
This implies that x £ Co(A",iWfe,s) 
(ii) Let 1 < Pfe for each k and sup pfe < oo. Let x € co(Aj^, Mfe, s), then for 
each e (0 < e < 1), there exists a positive integer L such that 
r Mfe 
|A >k\y\ ^ 
e, for all k> L. 
Since 1 < Pfe < suppfc < oo, we have 
Mfe Um A;-" 
k—¥oo 
Hence 
which implies 
< e < l 
xeco(A^,Mk,p,s). 
co{AZMk,s)Cco{Al,Mk,p,s). 
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Theorem 2.4.4. Let (pk) be a bounded sequence of positive integers and (M^) be 
a sequence of Orlicz functions. Then 
(i) l^{Al,Mk,p,s) C l^{Al,Mk,p,s) 
(ii) c{Al,Mk,p,s) C c{AZ,Mk,p,s) 
(iii) co(A°,Mfc,p,s) C co{AZ,Mk,p,s) . 
Proof: Let suppfc = G. If Ofc and bk are complex numbers , then we have from 
inequality (1.4.4.), 
where D — max(l,2*^~^) . Since Mk is non-decreasing and convex for each k, 
the results follow from the above inequality. 
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CHAPTER III 
Difference Sequence Spaces Combining with de la 
Vallee-Poussin Mean and a Sequence of Orlicz 
Functions 
3.1. PRELIMINARIES A N D INTRODUCTION 
Let X = (xi) E w he any sequence and A = (An) be a non decreasing sequence 
of positive numbers tending to oo with A„+i < A„ + 1 and Ai = 1. 
The generalised de la Vallee-Poussin mean is defined by 
tnix) = T- X)(^fc) A„ fce/n 
where /„ = [n — A„ + 1,n]. 
A sequence x = (rcj) E. w is said to be (V, A)-summable to a niunber I (see 
[29]), if tn{x) —)• i as n —>• oo. If (A„) = n, then (V, A)-sunmiabiHty and strong {V, A)-
summabiUty reduce to (C, l)-summability and [C, l]-sumniability respectively. 
Definition 3.1.1. Let M = (Mi) be a sequence of Orlicz functions, m be a positive 
integer and u = {ui) be any sequence such that Ui^O for all i, then Metin Besarir 
and Selma Altundag [39], in the year 2009 defined the following sequence spaces: 
(i) WQ{X,Mi,p,u,s)^m := \x ew : Mm Y- T)', 
some p > 0, s > 0 > 
(ii) w{X,Mi,p,u,s)J^,m := <x E w : Um -^ Y] i' 
for some /, p > 0, s > 0 > 
(iii) Woo{X, Mi,p,u,s)Avr := I 
MJ]U,A^ Pi Ofor 
iein 
Mi 
for some p > 0, s > 0 } 
x E w : sup x" X) * 
' ^\uiA'^{xi)-le\\ 
j^^J kA'"(xi)| 
= 0 
< OO 
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some 
where 
such that 
m 
UiN^Xi = ^{-IT (mnUi+nXi+n), 
n=0 
and 
UiA°Xi= («iXi), U j A x i = {uiXi - Ui+iXi+i). 
These spaces reduce to the following sequence spaces on giving particular values 
to s,m,M = {Mi),p = (pi) and u = (ui) 
Ceise-I If Mi{x) = x for all i, then we have, 
(i) WO{X,P,U,S)A^ :^ {X ew: Urn f ^ i-s f l^^'-J-iA ' ^ Q for 
p > 0 , s > o l 
(ii) w{X,p,u, S ) A - •.= {xew: lim f 5 : j - s / " K A"-(xiHeA ' = Q for 
l,p>0,s>o\ 
(iii) Woo{\p, u, s)^m := <x G w : sup j - ^ i~* ( '"' "^ '^  ' I < oo for some 
P > o | 
respectively. 
Case-II If Mi{x) = x and p = {pi) = 1 for a\\i,u = e,s — 0 and m = 1 then 
we have, 
(i) WO{\)A •.= <xGw:lim^^Yl ( ^ ^ ) = 0, for some p > o | 
(ii) W{X)A -.^Ixew: lim f X) f l^^^'^H ) = 0 for some /,p > 0, s > o l 
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some 
(iii) IOOO(A)A := i aj € ti) : sup i^^  X) ( ^ ^ ^ ] < oo for some p > 0 I 
respectively. 
3.2. MAIN THEOREMS 
Now, we shall examine some topological properties of 
wo{X,Mi,p,u,s)iri,m,w{X,Mi,p,u,s)A'" and Woo{\Mi,p,u,s)Am spaces 
and investigate some inclusion relations between them. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let M — {Mi) be a sequence of Orlicz functions, m be a positive 
integer and p = (pi) be a bounded sequence of strictly positive real numbers. Then 
the spaces wo(A, Mi,p,ii,s)A"" , if(A, Mi,p,u,s)A"* and Woo{\ Mi,P,U,S)A'^ are 
linear spaces over the set of complex numbers. 
Proof: The theorem can be easily proved using inequality (1.4.4.) . 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let M = (Mi) be a sequence of Orlicz functions and m be a 
positive integer. If sup (Mi (a;))^ * < oo for all fixed x > 0 then 
i 
•u;(A,Mi,p,u,s)A"' C Woo(A, Mi, p,'u,s)Am • 
Proof: Let x e w{X,Mi,p,u,s)A-^, then there exists some positive integer pi such 
that 
-\Pi 
lim f E *" j^^{\niA"^(xi)-le\\ = 0 
Define p = 2pi. Since Mj is non decreasing and convex, for each i, by using 
inequality (1.4.4.), we have 
sup x:T,i' Mi \ui£^-"'{xi)\ p ^sup^J^E^" 
^ f \ui£^-^(xi)\- le+ le Pi 
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< oo 
Therefore 
^^prE A„ i€ln 
Mi 
kiA'"(xi)| Pi 
< oo. 
Hence x G Woo{X,Mi,p,u,s)A'^- This impUes, 
it)(A, Mi, p, u, s)A"- C u;oo(A, Mi, p, u, s)A-"' 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.2.3. Let M — (Mi) be a sequence of Orhcz functions , m be a positive 
integer and 0 <h = inipi. Then t«oo(A, Mi,p, u, S)A"' C wo{\,p, u, s)^^ if and only 
if 
lim -— > i~ Mi{t) = oo (3.2.1) 
for some i > 0. 
Proof: Let 
X eWcx>{X,Mi,p,U,s)/^m. C W^o(A,p,«, s ) A m . 
Suppose that equation (3.2.1) does not hold. Therefore, there is a subinterval 
In(k) of the set of interval In and a number to > 0, where <o = "^' "' ' ' ' for aU i such 
that 
Mi(to) 
An(fc) 
Let us define x = [xi), as following 
UiA^Xi = 
<K <oo,k = 1,2,3. (3.2.2) 
pto ifiG/„(fc), 
0 otherwise. 
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Thus by inequality (3.2.2) x E Woo{\Mi,p,u,s)A'^- But x ^ WO{X,P,U)A-
Hence equation (3.2.1) must hold true. 
Conversely, suppose that the given equation (3.2.1) holds and x 6 Woo{\ Mi,p, u, S)A" 
Then for each n 
^S' Mi |wiA'"(xi)| 
Pi 
<K <oo (3.2.3) 
Suppose that x ^ Wo{\, P,U,S)A'"- Then for some number 0 < e < 1 there is a 
number io such that for a subinterval /„i of the set of intervals /„ 
l". '^"(^«)l'\ > e for i > io. 
Prom the properties of the OrUcz functions, we have 
> Mi{e) 
Pi 
which contradicts equation (3.2.1) in view of inequality (3.2.3). Hence we get 
Woo{>^,Mi,p,u,s)A'» C «;o(A,Mi,p,w,s)A">. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let 0 < /^  = iaipi <Pi< suppi = H < oo. Then for a sequence 
of Orlicz functions M = (Mi), which satisfies A2- conditions, we have 
(i) I(;O(A,P,U,S)A'« C wo{\,Mi,p,u,s)A'^ 
(ii) w{X,p,u,s)A'n c w(X,Mi,p,u,s)A"' 
(iii) tOoo(A,p,u, s)A'n C Wca{X,Mi,p,u,s)A'" . 
Proof: (i) Leta; G W{X,P,U,S)A"', then we have 
«6/n P 
0 as n -» 00, for some I. 
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Let e > 0 and choose 5 with 0 < S < 1 such that Mi{t) < e for 0 < i < 5. 
Then we can write 
An 
Mi 
ImA'^ixij-ley |uiA'"(a;i) - le\ 
1 v ^ 
= E 1 + E 2 
For the first summation above, we immediately write 
Mi 
|« iA" '(x i) - le\ 
MJJ^^^^^ i)-teA 
Pi 
< max(e, e^) 
by using continuity of Mi. 
For the second siumnation, we have, 
Since M, is non-decreasing and convex, it follows that 
^^,KA-(x.)-te|,^^^ 
Since Mj satisfies the A2-condition, we can write 
\uiA'^(xi)-le\ 
<jM.(2) + -,M,[2—f ) 
) 
I A ™ / \ , 1 \ - / l t4 iA" ' (x i ) -Ze| 
5 J 
= L 
\uiA'^(x,)-le\ 
Mi{2). 
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In this way, we have, 
^ = max 
2 
1, 
LMi{2)\ 1 _1_ ^ .-s f \uiA"'ixi)-le\\ \ 
' ) \'"^k \ ^ ) 
Taking the Umit as e ->• 0 and n ->• oo, it follows that x € w{X, Mi,p, u, s). 
Hence 
w{X,p,u,s)^yn c w{X,Mi,p,u,s)^'n_ 
Following similar arguments, it can be proved that 
I(;O(A,P,U,S)A"' C WO(A, Mi,p,u, S)A'». 
WOO{X,P,U,S)A"<- C U;OO(A, Mj,p,-u, S)A'». 
Theorem 3.2.5. Let {Mi) be a sequence of Orlicz fuctions.Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
{i)Woo{\p,U,s)^ir. C Woo{\Mi,p,U,s)^„v 
(n)wo(A,p,u,s)A'» C Woo{\ Mi,p,u,s)^v. 
(ni) sup ^ ^ i-' (Mi(i)) < oo for all t > 0. 
Proof: ( i )^( i i ) : 
Let (i) holds. To verify (ii), it is enough to prove that 
WO{X,P,U,S)A''^ C Woc,iX,p,U,s)A"^-
Let X € WoiX,p,u, SJA"- Then there exists n > no for e > 0, such that. 
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Hence there exists K > 0, such that 
<K. 
So we get, 
X € 'WOO(A,P,«,S)A" 
Hence by (i), we have 
WO(A,P,M,S)A'" C Woo{\p,u,s)Ar^ C i/;o(A,Mj,p,'U,s)A'"-
(ii)=^(iii): 
Let (ii) holds. Suppose (iii) does not hold then for some t> 0 
and we can find a subinterval In{k) of the set of intervals /„ such that 
Mi ( -") ' > r for r = 1,2,3... (3.2.4) 1 v^ ._ 
i€/„(fc) 
Let us define x — {xi) as following 
A„(A;) 
10 otherwise. 
UiA'^Xi 
Then X EWQ{X,P,U,S)A'^ but by inequality (3.2.4) x ^Woo{\Mi,p,u,s)Am. 
which contradicts (ii). Hence (iii) must hold. 
(iii)=^(i): 
Let (iii) holds. Suppose(i) does not hold then for some x € Woo(X,p, u, S)A'") let 
X ^  Wooi\ Mi,p, U, S)A'" 
This implies that 
1 
sup-5]r 
n ^n i€ln 
Mi 
lUiA'^Xil 
oo (3.2.5) 
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Let t = l"''^ '""'*' for each i, then by equation (3.2.5) we have 
•^E. Mi(i) 
p. 
CXD 
which contradicts (iii). Hence (i) must hold. 
Theorem 3.2.6. Let (Mi) be a sequence of OrUcz functions. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) i(;o(A,Mi,p,w, S)A"> C WO(A,P,U,S)A'" 
(M) wo{X,Mi,p,u,s)A'^ C U;OO(A,P,«,S)A"> 
(in) inf ^ X) *"" (Mi{t)\ > 0 for all i > 0 • 
Proof: (i)=>(ii): It is trivial. 
(ii)=^(iii): 
Let (ii) holds. Suppose that (iii) does not hold. Then 
inf ^ '£ r * (Mi(t) J = 0 for some i > 0 • 
and we can find a subinterval /„(fc) of the set of intervals 7„ such that 
^ E j - ( M . w ) % i f o r r = l ,2 ,3. . . (3.2.6) 
Let us define x = (xi) as following 
10 otherwise. 
Then by inequality (3.2.6), 
X e'Wo{X,Mi,p,u,s)^m but X ^Woo{\p,u,s)^r, 
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which contradicts (ii). Hence (iii) must hold. 
( i i i )^( i ) : 
Let (iii) holds. Suppose (i) does not hold then for some x € wo{X, Mi,p, u, S)A" 
let X ^ Wo{\,p,u, s)^m 
This implies that 
^E--
ie/n 
Mi 
ImA^'xiWY' 0 as n —> oo (3.2.7) 
As a; ^ WQ{X^p,u, s)A'" therefore for some e > 0 and a subinterval In{k) of the 
set of intervals /„, we have f '"*^"''^ 'l j > e for all i. Then from the properties of the 
Orlicz functions, we have 
Consequently by equation (3.2.7) we get 
ii°i.3^E*-
iei„ 
Mi{e) 
Pi 
= 0 
which contradicts (iii). Hence (i) must hold true. 
Theorem 3.2.7. Let M = (Mi) be a sequence of Orlicz functions, m be a positive 
integer and p = (pi) be a bounded sequence of strictly positive real numbers. Then 
(i) If 0 < inf Pi < Pi < 1 for all i then 
w{X, Mi, u, s)A"" Q w{X, Mi, p, u, s)Am, 
(ii) If 1 < Pi < suppi — H < oo then 
u;(A, Mi,p,u, S)A"' Cw{X,Mi,u,s)A"^ 
Proof: (i) Let x G w{X, Mi, u, S)A"'- Since 0 < inf pi < Pi < 1 , we get 
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3^E^-
ie7„ 
M, i |uiA'"a<|'\ 
Pi 
<hT.i-
ie/n 
M.(\!H^ 
Therefore, x G w{X,Mi,p,u,s)^m. Hence we have, 
ti;(A, Mj,u, S)A"' C to(A, Mi,p,ti, S)A'"-
(ii) Let 1 <pi< sup Pi = H < cx> and a; € i(;(A, Mi,p,u, S)A">. 
Then for each 0 < e < 1, there exists a positive integer no such that 
IY:^-
i€l„ 
M/JH^'J < e < 1 
for all n > no. This implies that 
MJJ^^^ ^x:E*-
ie/n 
M ^\uiA'^Xi\\ 
Therefore, x G w(A, Mj,tt, S)A"'- Hence we have, 
w{\,Mi,p,u,s)A"^ C u;(A,Mi,ti,s)A" 
This completes the proof. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Sequence Spaces Defined by a Sequence Of Orlicz 
Functions Including cr-mean and Lacunary 
sequence 
4.1 PRELIMINARIES AND INTRODUCTION 
Let cr be a mapping from the set of positive integers into itself. A continuous 
linear functional (f> aa. l^o, the space of real bounded sequences, is said to be an 
invariant mean or a-mean if and only if 
(i) <f>{x) > 0 when the sequence x = (xk) has Xk>0 for all k. 
(ii) (f){e) = 1, where e = (1,1,1,....) 
(iii) (t){x„{n)) = 0(x) for all a; G loo 
If X = (a;„), let Tx = Txn = (^ ^^ (n))) it can be shown (Schaefer [50]), that 
Vff=<xeloo- limifcn(a;) = huniformly in n where I = a — lim{x) >. 
where, 
_ Xn + Xcr^{n) + . . . + Xgk^n) 
*'"" ft + l 
In the case when a is the translation mapping n —>• n + 1, cr — mean is often 
called a Banach limit and V^, the set of bounded sequences all of whose invariant 
means are equal, is the set of almost convergent sequences, (see, Lorentz [31]). 
Definition 4.1.1. A lacunary sequence 6 = {kr),r = 1,2,3... where /CQ 7^  0 is an 
increasing sequence of non negative integers with hr — kr — kr-i -> 00, as r —> 00. 
We denote Ir = [kr-i, K] and (pr = YZ', for r = 1,2,3... 
Definition 4.1.2. A complex number sequence x = {xk) is said to be statistically 
convergent to the number I if for every e > 0, 
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lim -\{k <n •.\xk-l\>e}\ = Q. 
n—^oo n 
The set of statistically convergent sequences is denoted by s. The notion of statistical 
convergence was introduced by Fast [16] and was further studied by [9], [14], [17], 
[40], [44], [47] and [48] 
Definition 4.1.3. Let 9 — (fcr) be a lacunary sequence. A sequence x = (xk) is 
said to be lacunary strong a — statistically convergent if for every e > 0, 
lim —\{k 6 Ir : tfc„(x — l)'> e}| = 0, uniformly in n. 
r->oo hr 
The set of all lacunary strong a — statistically convergent sequences is denoted by 
Ste^. If Z = 0 then we write Stg^ in place of Stea- (see J^'l). 
Definition 4.1.4. Let (Mfc) be a sequence of Orlicz functions and p = (pk) be 
a sequence of strictly positive real numbers, then Vatan Karakaya [21] in the year 
(2005) defined the following sequence spaces. 
Wa[Mk,p]0 := \x: lim -^ Y^ . j^(\tj^,tzm 
Pk 
0, p > 0 uniformly in }^ 
w^[Mk,p]e := j a ; : Hm i X) Mk ( J ^ ^ j * = 0, p > 0 uniformly in n\ 
w^[Mk,p]e := \x : s u p i E M ^ 
Pk 
< oo, p > 0 }• 
Case I: When (Mk) = M for all k, then these spaces reduce to 
w„[M,p]e 
w°[M,p]e 
w^[M,p]8 : 
-{ 
-{ 
X : hm X- Y" 
^^°° '^ keir 
a: : lim ^ E 
^J\tkr.(x-l)\ 
M 
Pk 
/^ItfcnWA Pk 
0, p > 0 uniformly in n 
0, p > 0 uniformly in n 
} 
= < ^ a ; : s u p i E 
r,n keir 
M{ J^ ^^ i^Mi Pk < oo, p > 0 
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Case II : When Mk{x) = x for all k, then the same spaces reduce to 
^%{P) ••'-
\x : lim i X) ('*'°"''p~'^n = 0 , p > 0 uniformly in n I 
Ix : lim i E ( J ^ ^ J = 0 , p > 0 uniformly in 
I r,n keir \ '^ J 
< OO, p > 0 }• 
Case I I I : When Pfe = 1 for all fc, then the spaces reduce to 
w<,[Mk]e := Ix : Urn ^ E ^ f c ^ M i - ^ ' N ^ Q, p > 0 uniformly in n l 
w^[Mk]6 := jx : lim f E IMJ^) 
- { i i ;~[Mfc]f l : -<^x:sup^E nn fce/r Ml /^JWEH^ 
= 0, p > 0 uniformly in n > 
< OO, p > o l . 
4.2. M A I N T H E O R E M S : 
In this section we shall discuss some inclusion theorems. 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let M — (Mk) be a sequence of Orlicz functions and a bounded 
sequence p = (pk) of strictly positive real numbers. Then the spaces W(r[Mk,p]e , 
w^[Mk,p]0 and w^[Mk,p]e are linear spaces over the set of complex numbers. 
Proof: We have from inequality (1.4.4) 
\xk + yk\'"'<D {\xkn+{\ykn 
where D = max(l,2°~^) and G — supp^. Now we prove the result for the space 
•u;°[Mfc,p]0. By the definition of the above spaces we have for any x,y G w°[Mk,p]0, 
there exists some Pi,p2 > 0 such that 
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and 
M, 
M, 
Pfc 
= 0, uniformly in n 
Pk 
0, uniformly in n. 
Let a,P EC In order to prove the result we need to find some ps such that 
liE^^E 
keir 
j,r \tU<^x+0y)\ 
P3 
Pk 
= 0, uniformly in n. 
Define pa = max {(2 \a\ pi), (2 [^ [ P2)}. Since (M^) is non decreasing and convex, 
we have, 
Mk 
\tknioiX + Py)\ 
P3 
Pk Pk 
'\tUx)\ , \tkn{y)\ 
')] 
Pk 
Pk 
P2 
Pk 
->• 0 as r ->• 00, uniformly in n. So that {ax + 0y) € iy°[MA;,p]fl. This completes the 
proof. 
Theorems 4.2.2. Let M = (M^) be a sequence of Orlicz functions and a bounded 
sequence p = {pk), of strictly positive real numbers. The space w°[Mk,p]e is a 
topological linear spaces , totally paranormed with 
5(x) = infipH : (—X] 
fte/r 
Mfc( \tkn{x)\ 
f> 
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j < 1 , r,n = 1,2,3...| 
where H — max(l, supp^). 
Proof: The proof of the theorem can be carried out using similar techniques as in 
[49]. 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let M = (Mfc) be a sequence of Orhcz functions. If 
then 
sup[Mfc(t)]P* < oo for aU t > 0 
k 
w^[Mk,p]e C w^[Mk,p]0. 
Proof: Let x 6 Wc[Mk,p]e- Again by the use of inequality (1.4.4.), we have 
'Ihnix-l + l)]^^"-iYiH^w <- m< 
. f Eh(Ml) 
Pk 
Smce [sup (Mfc(t))P«=] < oo, we can take that sup [Mfc(i)]P'= = T. 
k k 
Hence, we get that x € w^[Mk,p]e- This completes the proof 
Theorem 4.2.4. For a sequence of Orlicz functions M = (M^) which satisfies 
A2 condition for all k, Waeijp) C «;o-[Mfc,p]e 
Proof: Let x G w„g{p). Then we have 
•-^E 
keir 
{\tknix-l)\) 
Pk 
(4.2.1) 
as r —>^  00 uniformly in n, for some /. Let e > 0 and choose S with 0 < 5 < 1 such 
that Mk{t) < e for 0 < t < S and for all k, we can write 
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Pk 
Pk 
'^  tfc„(a:-/)><5 L \ /^  / 
1 2 
For the first summation above, we immediately write 2 i ^ '^'^ J by the continuity 
of Mfc, for all k. For the second summation, we have 
M a ; - / ) | < l + ( ^ i ^ i ^ ) . 
Since Mfc is non-decreasing and convex for all fc, it follows that 
Mfc (|ifc„(x - Ol) < [Mfc ( l + M^LJK 
Since Mfc satisfies A2— condition for all fc, we can write 
Mk{\tU^ - 01) < iL(j^^-^)Mfc(2) + iL(^l^^-^)Mfc(2) 
^ ^ / j t , ^ V f c ( 2 ) . 
Hence by substituting these in equation (4.2.2), and using equation (4.2.1), we have 
M, \tk,dEd)\ 
Pk 
<e^ + [max (1, {LMk{2)S)"]Tr 
Letting r —>• 00, it follows that a; G Wff[Mk,p]e- This completes the proof. 
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Theorem 4.2.5. Let M = (Mk) be a sequence of Orlicz funtions. Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(i) w^eip) C w^[Mk,p]e 
(ii) w%{p) C w^[Mk,p]e 
(iii) sup ^ ^ [Mk{t)]l < oo for all i > 0 • 
Proof (i)=»(ii): 
Suppose (i) holds true. To verify (ii), it is enough to show that 
Let X e w^g{p), then there exists r > ro for e > 0, such that 
\kelr / 
Therefore, there exists H > 0 such that, 
supfiEMa;)r)<-ff 
r,n \ k&Ir J 
for all n and r. So we get x € «)|^(p). Hence from (i) we have the result. 
(ii)=^(iii): 
Suppose (i) holds true. On contrary suppose that (iii) does not hold true. Then for 
some t > 0 
sup^E[M.WF'= = oo 
r fcS/r 
and therefore we can jBnd a subinterval /^ (m) of the set of intervals Ir such that 
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hr{rn) E MA-
k&lT{m) 
Let us define x = {xk) as follows 
m 
Pk 
> m, for m - 1,2,3. (4.2.3) 
Xk=''"' 
i iikelr(rr.), 
0 otherwise. 
Then, x € w'°e(p) but by inquality (4.2.3), a; ^ w^[Mk,p]s which contradicts (ii). 
Hence (iii) must hold true. 
( i i i )^ ( i ) : 
Let (iii) hold true and x € to||(p). Suppose that x ^ wP'[Mk,p]e, then we have, 
'\tUx)\^'''"' 
s u p - r - y ] Mk( oo (4.2.4) 
Let t = J ^ ^ ^ for each k and fixed ra. Then by equation (4.2.4) 
s u p ^ E (Mkit)) * = o o . 
which contradicts (iii). Hence (i) must hold true. 
Theorem 4.2.6. Let M — (Mfc) be a sequence of Orlicz funtions. Then the 
following statements axe equivalent. 
(i) w^[Mk,p]e C w°g{p) 
{n)w°[Mk,p]eCwf,(p) 
(iii) inf ^ Yl [Mk{t)f'' > 0 for all t > 0 • 
'' '' fce/r 
Proof (i)=^(ii): 
The proof is obvious. 
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(ii) ^ (iii) 
Suppose (ii) holds true. Suppose that (iii) does not hold. Then 
mf)i:E 
fee/r 
Mk{t) 
Pk 
:= 0 for some i > 0 
and we can find a subinterval Ir(m) of the set of intervals J^ such that 
Mk{m) 
h I \ ^ 
Pk 2 
< —form = 1, 2,3. 
m 
(4.2.5) 
Let us define x = (xk) as 
m like Ir(m), 
0 otherwise. 
Thus, by inequality (4.2.5), X G w°[Mk,p]e but x 
(ii). Hence (iii) must hold true. 
Xk 
^ w^gip) which contradicts 
( i i i )^ ( i ) : 
Let (iii) hold true. Suppose that (i) does not hold true. Then if 
X e w°[Mk,p]e ^ x^ WIQ(P) 
^Shm Pk Oasr —>• oouniformly in n . (4.2.6) 
As a; ^ W°Q{P) for some e > 0 and a subinterval /^ (m) of the set of intervals / „ 
we have |ffc„(a;)| > e for all n and Ir{m)- Then from the properties of the Orhcz 
functions, we have 
Mk{-
P 
Pk 
< Mk 
\ P 
Pk 
Consequently by equation (4.2.6) we get 
lim — ^ 
k€lr 
MA'-
Pk 
= 0 
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uniformly in n which contradicts (iii). Hence (i)must hold true. 
Theorem 4.2.7. Let M = (M^) be a sequence of Orlicz funtions. Then 
if and only if 
r-voo hr ^-^ 
My,{t) 
Pk 
= oo (4.2.7) 
Proof: Let w^[Mk,p]e C w°g{p) . 
Suppose that equation (4.2.7) does not hold true. Therefore there is a subinterval 
Ir(m) of the set of intervals Ir, and a number io > 0 where to = |*fcn(2;)| for all k and 
n, such that 
hJm). ^ 
Let us define x = [x^) as 
Mfc(to) 
Pfc 
< M < o o , m = l ,2,3. . . (4.2.8) 
a;*: = 
to ifA;e/r(m), 
0 otherwise. 
Then, by inquality (4.2.8), we have x e t«~[Mfc,p]fl but by the definition x ^ ^^"^(p). 
Hence equation (4.2.7) must hold true. 
Conversely, suppose that equation (4.2.7) holds true and x e u;^[Mfc,p]e. Then for 
each r and n, 
^gh(^ ): Vk < M < oo (4.2.9) 
Now suppose that x ^ ^i'°9(p). Then for some number e > 0 and for a subinterval 
lr{m) of the set of intervals ly, there is a number k^ such that \tkn{xy^^ > e 
for k> ko- From the properties of sequence of Orlicz functions, we obtain 
Pk r / \ 1 Pfc 
M. < Mfc ItfcnWI 
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which in view of equation (4.2.9), contradicts equation (4.2.8). Hence x € w°g{p), 
which imphes, 
w^[Mk,p]e C w%(p). 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.2.8. Let M = (Mk) be a sequence of Orlicz funtions. Then 
w°[Mk]e C S-C if and only if 
miMk{\tkn{x)\) > 0 for all n 
k 
(4.2.10) 
Proof: If 
miMk{\tkn{x)\) > 0 for all n, 
then there exists a number p>0 such that Mk{\tkn{x)\) > P for all n and k. Let 
X e w°[Mk]e. For given e > 0 
Mk{\tkn{x)\) 
tkn(x)>6 
Mk{\tkn{x)\) 
Mk{\tkn{x)\) 
-"i ? Mk{\tkn{x)\) 
tkn(r^)<e '-
> p-\{kelr} : Ma;)|>e}|. 
It follows that X G St% Ba-
For the reverse impUcation we consider the following example. 
Let Mk{x) = a;P*=|log a;|"*= where 1 < pfc < oo and 1 < a^ < oo. Therefore it is a 
sequence of Orlicz functions. Now, define the sequence x = (ifc) as 
Xk 
1 if fc G /r, 
0 otherwise. 
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Then there exists |tfcn(a;)| > e > 0 for all k and n, such that Mk{\tknix)\) 
for all k e Ir- From here, it can be seen that x G w°[Mk]e but x ^ St'^^. 
Theorem 4.2.9. St°g^ C w°[Mk]e if and only if 
sup Mk{\tkn{x)\) < oo for all n. 
k 
Prooof: We suppose that R — supMfc|(ifc„(a;)| and x E St°^. Since Mk\tkn{x)\ < R 
k,n 
for all k and n, we have 
^^ keir 
Mk{\tkn{x)\) 
hr 4-^ 
*Ain(a;)>e 
Mt{\tW)\) + s: ? 
tkn(.x)<e 
Mk{\tkn{x)\) 
> 2R^\{keIr} : M a ; ) l > 6 } | . 
Taking the limit as r -> oo uniformly in n, it follows that x G w°[Mk]e 
Conversely, suppose that supMfc(|tfc„(a;)|) = oo . Then we have 
k 
0 < tin < hn < < tkn < —, such that 
MkAKA^)\) > ^ , 
for r > 1. We define the sequence x — {xk) as 
,for some r=l,2,.., 
_ J l iii = kelr,i 
^"~\0 iiiy^kelr. 
Then we have 
-^sup I{fcGlJ : \tkn{x)\>e}^ '^' 
h. \hr 
1 ^ 
^^-^5]supx..(„) 
n=0 
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Since supa;^.(„) = 1 for i = fer for some r = 1,2,..., we have 
n 
l in i r. I I. ,1 
r^oo \hr\ \kr + 1 | 
So, it follows that x G 5*00.. 
Now, since Mfc^(|ife ,^„(x)| > K, we have 
^1- > K. 
Since above equation tends to oo as r -^ oo, we get that x -^ w^[Mk[Q. 
This completes the proof. 
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CHAPTER V 
Some New Lacunary Difference Sequence Spaces 
Defined by a Sequence of Orlicz Functions 
5.1. PRELIMINARIES A N D INTRODUCTION 
Let ^ = (kr) for r = 1,2,3... be a Lacunary sequence as defined in the previous 
chapter. The space of lacunary strongly convergent sequences N^ was defined by 
Preedman, Sember and Raphael [18], in the year 1978. It was defined as 
iV^  = < (Xk) : lim h~^ ^ \xk — L| = 0 for some L > 
*• '""^°° k€lr ^ 
The space N^ is a BK-space with norm 
\\{xk)h = suph;'(j2\^''\] 
kSJr 
The space A'^  denotes the subset of those sequences in N^ for which L = 0-
Definition 5.1.1. Let p = (pk) denote the sequences of positive real numbers, 
for all fc 6 N, M = (Mfc) be a sequence of Orlicz function, v = {vk) be any 
sequence of non-zero complex numbers Vk, X be a seminormed space over the field 
of complex numbers with the seminorm q and w{X) be the space of aU sequences 
X = (xk) where (xk) G X. 
Then, Bipan Hazarika and Binod Chandra Tripathy [19], in the year 2009 defined 
the following sequence spaces: 
I '••^ °° fce/r L L \ '^ I 
0 for some p > 0 and L G C 
Vk 
[N^,M,A^,p,qM^ = \{xk) e w{X) : lim h'^ E Mk Q [ ' ^ 
-[Pk 
-^0 
for some p > 0 
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L r kBU L L \ / J. 
CO for some p > 0 >. 
Some special cases of above defined spaces have also been studied by [7], [18], 
[43], [52], [53], [54] and [55]. 
Definition 5.1.2. A sequence space E is said to be so/id (or normal) if (akXk) €. E 
whenever Xk G B and for all sequences (afc) of scalars with |afc| < 1, fc G N. 
Definition 5.1.3. A sequence space E is said to be symmetric if {xk) € E implies 
{x-!T{k)) £ E where TT is a permutation of N. 
Definition 5.1.4. A sequence space E is said to be convergence free if (j/fc) 6 E 
whenever (xk) G E and Xk = 0 imphes yk = 0. 
Definition 5.1.5. Let K — {ki < k2 < } Q N and £? be a sequence space. A 
K-step space oi E is a sequence space 
Af = {{xkj e w : (fc„) G E}. 
Definition 5.1.6. A canonical preimage of a sequence {xk^} G A^ is a sequence 
{yn} £ •"^  defined as: 
{ Xn if n G K, 0 otherwise. 
A canonical preimage of a step space A^ is a set of canonical preimages of all elements 
in A;f , that is y is in canonical preimage of A^ if and only if y is canonical preimage 
of some a; G A^. 
Definition 5.1.7. A sequence space E is said to be monotone if it contains the 
canonical preimages of its step spaces. 
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5.1.8. Useful lemmas 
Now we state a few lemmas which, would be used later, in this chapter. 
Lemma 1. A sequence space E is solid imphes E is monotone, (see [20], p-53). 
Lemma 2. If X is a Banach space normed by ||.{|, then A"*(X) is also a Banach 
space normed by: 
||(a;)|lA = ( Y \xi\ ] + / (A'^s) (see [14], theorem 2.2). 
5.2. MAIN RESULTS 
Theoremi 5.2.1. Let the sequence (p^) € Zoo- Then 
[iV^,M,A^p,g,i;]i, [Ar^,M,A'",p,g,^]o, [N^,M,N^,p,qM^ 
are linear spaces. 
Proof: The proof is trivial. 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let M = (M^) be a sequence of Orlicz functions and (pk) G loo, 
be a sequence of strictly positive real numbers and ^ = (kr) be a lacunary sequence 
then [N^, M, A"',p, q, v]o is a paranormed space (not totally paranormed) with 
5A(a;) = f : N + i n f ( p ^ : sup/^r^ J ^ M J J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) ] < l | 
for some p>0 and r = 1,2,3... where H = max(l, suppfc) . 
Proof: Clearly we have 
-9Aix) ^ 9^{-x). 
Since Mfc(O) = 0, for all fe € N, we get gi^{&) = 0 for x = 9. Let x ^ (x^) and 
y — iVk) be two elements in [A^ ,^ M, A"^,p, q, v]o and let us choose pi > 0 and P2 > 0 
such that 
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s u p / i / ^ 
fcG/r •-
Mfc 
Vk 
< l , r = 1,2,3. 
and 
*• fee/r •-
il4 
Pit 
< l , r = l,2, 
Let p — pi + P2) then we have 
sup h-'^ ^ 
keir 
^ / . .A - (x . + y.)Mi^'' 
< f-^)sup/.-y: M. fvkA'^Xk 
'\- Pi 1 Pk 
+ \P1+P2j / ^^ Mk 5 
, \ P2 
Pk 
Since p > 0, so we have 
< 1 
9A{X + y)=^\Xi + yi\+mllp^ : suph~^ J ] 
i=l "^  ' k€lr 
Mk 
A P )]-} 
for some p > Oand r = 1,2,3. 
< ± |..| + inf |p? : sup /.- 5: M. [, ( ^ ^ ) ] < l} 
for some pi > 0 and r = 1,2,3.. 
+ EM + inf{p?:sup/.-^M.[,(^)] < l} 
for some P2 > 0 and r = 1,2,3. 
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that is 
= PA (a;) + 5 A (y) 
gA{x + y) < 5A(a;)+fifA(y)-
Finally, let A G C be a given non zero scalar in C. 
The continuity of the product follows from the following expressions 
for some p > 0 and r = 1,2,3. 
Af:W+inf{(|A|,)^:sup/^-5:M.[,(^i^^)^ 
for some p > 0 and r = 1,2,3... 
where r] — -4? > 0. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.2.3. Let M = (Mfc) and S = (Sk) be sequences of Orlicz functions and 
P = {Pk) S loo: of strictly positive real numbers then 
(i) [N^,M,A-^,p,q,vl C [N^,S.M,A-^,p,q,vl. 
(ii) [Nf,M,A"',p,q,vln[N^,S,A"',p,q,vl C [N^,S + M,A"',p,q,vl . 
where z — 0,1, oo. 
Proof: The proof of the thoerem is trivial. 
Theorem 5.2.4. The inclusions [N^, M, A"'-\ q];, C [N^,M,A"',q]^, holds for 
m > 1. In general [N^, M, A% q], C [N^, M, A"", q]^, for z = 0,1,2, ...(m - 1) and 
the inclusion are strict. 
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Proof: Let {xk) G [N^, M, A " - \ q]o for z = 0. Then 
Since M is non decreasing and convex, so we have 
K' E ^^  
fce/r 
A"^a:fc 
= /.;^E^^ 
fce/r 
2p ) 
--'£-K^^)]-^5-K^9-)] 
^^-'{S-K^^)]\5-K'^)]} 
^ m - 1 
ajfe 
fcG7r 
Taking hmit as r —>• oo, we have 
"~ l s ; L V '' / 
. .-£M.[,(-^)]} 
Hence [xk) 6 [iV/, M, A*", gjo, which impHes that 
[AT^ , M, A — \ 5]o C [N^, M, A - , g]o. 
The rest of the cases follow in a similar way. By using induction, we have 
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[N^, M, A\ q], C [JVj, M, A'", ql for i = 0,1,2, ...(m - 1). 
Strictness of above inclusion follows from the given example: 
EXAMPLE 5.2.1. Let Mkix) = x"^, for all a; G [0,oo), q{x) = \x\ and C = (2'") for 
all k. Consider a sequence (xk) defined as : 
{xk)^{k"^-\k"'-\k"^-\ ) 
Then A^xjc = 0 but A'^'^Xfc = (-l)™-^(m - 1)1 for all fc G N. 
Thus (sfc) e [N^,M,A^,q]o, but (xk) i [iV^.M, A"^-\qr]o. 
Theorem 5.2.6. Let M = (Mk) be a sequence of Orlicz functions and ^ = (kr) be 
a lacunary sequence then 
(i) [N^,M,A^,p,q,v]o C [N(,M,A'',p,q,v]i C [N^,M,A"',p,q,v]^ and the 
inclusions are strict. 
(ii) / / \vk\ < 1, then [iV^,M, A"^,p,g,^], C [iVf,M, A'",p,g]^. for z = 0,oo. 
Proof: The inclusion [N^, M, A"',p, q,v]o C [N^, M, A™,p, q, v]i is obvious. Let 
{xk) be a sequence in [A?"^ , M, A^,p, q, v]i. Then there exists p> 0 such that 
"'-E 
keir 
Mk 
fvkA'^ixk-L) 
A P 
iPfc 
-> 0 as r —>^  oo 
Since Mk is non decreasing and convex , so we have 
"^ -'E-
fce/r 
M. t^fcA'^lxfc) 
Pfc 
Mk 
VkA^'ixk - L) Vk 
+ I? max l , M , ( g ( ^ ) 
if 
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where D = max(l, 2*^-^), G = swppk- Then 
k 
ixk)e[N^,M,A"',p,q,v]oo. 
The inclusions are strict follows from the example below: 
Example 5.2.2. Let Pk = ^ when k is even and p* = 5 when k is odd. Let m > 0 
be given. 
Let Vk = k, Mk{x) - a;2 for all A; e N and ^(a;) = \x\. Let ^ = (2'-) be a 
lacunary sequence. Consider a sequence {xk) defined as : 
{xk) = ik^,k"^,k"', ) 
Then (Xfc) e [iV^,M, A'",p,g,v]i, but (xk) i [iV^,M, A'",p,q,t;]o. 
The proof of (ii) can be done in a similar way. 
Theorem 5.2.7. Let M = (Mk) and S = (Sk) be two sequences of OrUcz functions. 
If (Mfc) and (Sk) are equivalent for each fc G N and ^ = (kr), be a lacunary sequence, 
then 
[N^, M, £sr,p, q, vl = [N^, S, A'" ,?, q, v^. 
Proof: The proof of the result is easy. 
Theorem 5.2.8. Let M = {Mk) be a sequence of Orlicz functions and gi and q2, 
be two seminorms then: 
(i) [N^, M, A - . p , qi,vl n [N^, M, A'^.p, 92,v], C [N^,M, A^,p,qi + 92,v], 
(ii) [N^, M, A- ,p ,g i , vl C [N^,M, A™,p,92, v], . 
Proof: The prooves of the above results are again easy. 
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5.3. SOME USEFUL RESULTS 
Result 5.3.1. The spaces [N^,M,p,q,v]o and [N^,M,p,q,v]oo are solid as well as 
monotone. The spaces [N^, M, A'", p, q, v]^ are not solid in general. 
Proof: Let (xk) e [N^, M,p, q, v]o. Then there exists p > 0 such that: 
Um /i_ ^  V^ 
fee/,-
M, I ' l — ; j j = 0. 
Let (ajfe) be a sequence of scalars such that \ak\ < 1, for all fe 6 N. 
Since (afcl^ * < max(l, lafcl*^ ) < 1, for all fc € N, where G = suppj. < oo. 
k 
Then for each r,we have 
keir 
Mk (0LkVkXk\ 
Pk 
kelr '-
Mk ^VkXk\ 
\ p ) \ 
Pk 
Therefore {akXk) G [N(_,M,P,V]Q. 
Hence by lemma 1 and above inequality the spaces [iV ,^ M, p, g, t;]o and [iV ,^ M, p, g, •oja 
are solid as well as monotone. 
In order to prove that the spaces [iV ,^ M, A™,p, g, v\s for 2 = 0, 1, oo are not solid 
in general we consider the following examples: 
Case-I For z = 1, oo. 
Example 5.3.1. Let pk = \, (vk) = k. and Mk(x) = x* for all A; G N and t>l and 
q{x) = \x\. Let ^ = (2'') be a lacunary sequence. 
Consider a sequence {xk) defined as : 
(xk) = (A;2), for all kEN. Then, 
- (xk) e [N(, M, A™,p, q,v]i, and (xk) E [N(, M, A™ ,p,q,v]oo for m = 1. 
Let (ttfc) < ((-1)'=), for all keN. Then, 
{ockXk) i- \^i, M, A"',p,q, v]i, and [oikXk) i- [iV ,^ M, A"" 
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Case-II For 2 = 0. 
Example 5.3.2. Under the restrictions on M,p, q, v, m and ^ as in example (5.2.2.), 
consider the sequence {xk) defined as : 
(xfc) = 2for aUA;€N. 
Let [ak] = ((-1)'=), for all keN. Then 
Hence the space [N^, M, A"^,p, q, v]o is not solid. 
Result 5.3.2. The space [N^, M, A™,p, q, v]z is not monotone in general. 
Example 5.3.3. We give the following example for this, 
Let Pfc = ^ and v = (vk) = k. Let Mk{x) = x* for all fc e N and t > 1 and q{x) = \x\. 
Let ^ = (2'") be a lacunary sequence for all r G N. . 
On Considering the K^^— Step space Ek for a sequence space E imphes : 
' k is even. ( Xk if-0 oj Vk 
" otherwise. 
Then the sequence (xk) — (fc^), for all A; € N belongs to [N^,M, A™',p,q,v\z, for 
2 = 1, CO. and y^ does not belong to [N^, M, A'",p, q, viz, for 2 = 1 and 00. 
Result 5.3.3. The space [N^,M,A"^,p,q,v]z is not symmetric in general. 
Example 5.3.4. Considering the following example we have , 
Let pk = k, (vk) = k"^ and Mfe(x) = x"^ for all fc G N. Let q{x) = \x\ and ( = (2'') 
be a lacunary sequence for all r 6 N. 
Consider the sequence {xk) = (fc )^, for all fc G N. 
Then (xk) belongs to [N^, M, A'",p, q, v]o, for m = 1. 
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Consider the sequence (y^) = (xi, a;2, X4, X3, xg, X5, sie, X25, xy,....) then (yk) does not 
belong to [N^, M, A^,p , q, v]^. 
Hence the space [N^, M, A'^,p, q, v]z is not symmetric for any z, in general. 
Result 5.3.4. The space [N^, M, A'^,p, q, v]o is not convergence free. 
Example 5.3.5. We give the following example for this, 
Let Mk{x) = x, Pk = k and {vk) = k for all k e N. Let ^ = (2'') be a lacunaiy 
sequence for all r e N. 
Consider a sequence (xk) defined as : 
{2 if fc is even, 0 otherwise. 
Then the sequence (xk), for all A; e N belongs to [N^, M, A'",p,q,v]Q, for m = 2. 
Consider another sequence (y^) defined as : 
{/s^  if k is even, 0 otherwise. 
Then the sequence (yk) does not belong to [N^, M, A'",^, q, v]o. This completes the 
proof. 
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